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. • •I Matsun Here on Saturday I Blood Drive Enters Final 
�Week of All-Out· Pledging 
Mrs. Roois;ev,elt 
To· Head Salute 
H,erfe to1 F .. D .. R .. 
Eleanor Roosevelt·wil] speak at 
a II)emorial p'rogram commemorat­
ing the 14th anniversary of her 
late husband's death in the 'Ba­
Tuch School auditorium at noon 
tomorrow. 
The theme of the program at 
which Mrs. Roosevelt will be guest 
of honor is "Roosevelt the Man 
and the Statesman." · 
Other speakers will be Dr. Wil­
J,iam Turner Levy, English instruc­
tor and Prof. Bernard Bellish of 
the History department. Subjects 
of their discussion will be "Roose­
velt the Man" and "Roosevelt as 
Public Figures," respectively. 
The program will also include a 
20 minute film showing excerpts 
from President Roosevelt's most 
famous speeches, readings of his 
favortte passages from the scrip.­
Jiures, and a poem written µi his 
honor after his death. 
Professor Bellish is author of a 
book, "Roosevelt as Governor" and 
is presently working on a second 
work about the late President. Dr. 
Levy has written a book, "Roose­
velt's Religious Background and 
Thought." 
This is Mrs. Roosevelt's· second 
�ppearance as speaker in the Ba­
ruch School. She spoke here in 
October 1957 immediately follow­
ing a trip to the Soviet Union. 
The program is being sponsored 
by the National Students Asso­
ciatton. 
'ft was erroneously reported in 
the April 15 issue of The Reporter 
that student fee payment on the 
new Student Center would amount 
to 50 cents a· term beginning in 
September, thus raising the activi�y 
to $1.50 .  The fee on the Center ac­
tually will be $1.50 - in addition 
to the present $1 activity fee. In 
other words all o/'dergradu�te an� 
non-matriculated students WIii have 
. to pay $2.50 above their regular 
tui-tion costs. Graduate students 
will only have to pay the $1.50 
Center fee. 
In an effort to surpass last semester's record-brealhng collection of 183 pints of 
blood the Student-Council Drive Committee has. called. for all-out student support in its 
spring collection scheduled for Tharsday, May 7. 
Fickle Fidel Fiddl,e-s About 
Stanl�y Johnson, . chairman of 
the drive, has announced that sol­
icitors will be visiting classrooms 
througl).out the next two weeks up 
./ . / until the day of the drive to ob-
w h i I e SI ee -Y C: i ty it es Bu r n ���ors�
ignatures of prospective 
p For the benefit of those who 
By Bob Muniz 
· 
/ 
may not be reached by the solici-
. ' · 1 
' 
t G · b Pri· tors The Reporter has provided a Changmg his plans at the ast mome� , . U an I Jill.€ donor application (below) which can Minister Fidel Castro, . cancelled a speakmg engagement be clipped out and returned to the 
scheduled for ea,rly Saturday morning a� the Aronow A]!di- Student Life Dept., �oom 921. 
torium in the Finley Center on Uptown College campus. T�ose_ under 21 completmg the ap-
M th h d d tired-eyed students were already phc_ations are remmd�d to _ ha:e . ore an a un re . . . their parent or guardian sign m m front of the center when word- was received at 8 .30 _A.�. the appropriate place. 
that the rebel leader would 'def- • _ . . . , The hours for. donating have _initely not be present for t�e day ,'.'peech m Central P_ark ha:d been set/ at 4:45 P.M. to 8:45 P.M: lecture sponsored by the sch?ol s contmbuted to the change m sched- Students who may be delayed in Government and Law Society. ule. . . getting to class because they are This confirmed earlier announce- Little conso,led, but convmced 
ments by the, police depttment that by the explanation, the determined ============ 
Castro would not sliow up, re·ceived group disbanded shortly alter 9:00 
with disbelief by those gathered at A.M., tffe time scheduled for the 
Finley, including the Society's ex- talk. ' 
Final examination schedules are 
ecutives. 
Pat Suzuki, singing star of the Gus Benett, President of . the Broadway musical "Flower Drum Government a;1d Law �ociety, 
Song" will headline the midnight1 u11able to explam the surprnse can-
now available for consulfation in 
the Evening Session Office, Room 
6, and at each of the centers, (15th 
St., 12th St., and 21st St.). 







Students who have conflicting 
examinations (two or more) must 
report such confJicts _ in Room 6 
or ·at either of the centers no-later 
than Wednesday, May 6. this year will 'fea_ture, a Japanese 1_1pon he had been reas�ured by-, a festival theme "Matsuri" (transla- ,spokesman for Castr.o that the_ Cu­
tion: festiva,I). ban r.evolutionary would give the Stu'aents who do not file by the above date should apply for a spe­
cial examination w"hich will be 
'· given in October, 1959. 
More than 1200 student_s are ex- address as planned. 
pected to attend the lantern-light- V�ce-Presiden� of the Society, 
ed celebration which will feature Ennco Ebenstem, added that ex­
seven floors of festival booths and tensive security preparations made 
games. Proceeds will be divided throughout the week in the. Finley donating will receive Late Slips equally between the City of Hope location by the Police Department eJ!;plaining their absence. and the City College Fund. and . the FBI had made eve17o_ne The Blood Drive Committee - has , The se1ection of a festival Queen confident that the Cuban Premier 
a'l·ranged with the school cafeteria from among five Baruch Schol would fill the engagement. Mr.i and the Varsity Sweet Shop to co-eds will be the evening's high- Ebenstein remarked that one hun- serve hamburgers to' donors; bev-light. The contestants a;re Bronx dred_ of _ �he seats in the Aronow erages _. coffee, tea, milk, and coeds Gail Rechson and Rafaela Auditon.um had been reserved for orai;ige juice _ will also be pro-Poi'tiUa, both 18-year-old freshmen security agents. The other f�ur vided "on the house." 
Marga;ret Marx, 20, Washington hu:ndred �eats were set for City Despite the- success of last fall's 
Heights, a junior; and Brooklyn students ·and st?d�nts leaders from Blood Drive, the City College freshmen Roberta Platinsky and other Metropolitan campuses. Blood Bank is still in need of re-Francine Toder, both 18. Actual confirmation of Dr. Cas- pleneshing. Many students, and Other entertainers will be Stan tro's sudden change in plans came G t G R b 11'\embers of their immediate fam-Z. Burns, WINS c;!isk jockey, as through a telephone conversation 
us ave · , osen erg ily, have been able to take ad-
master of ceremonies, comedienne between the Prime Minister's ·Sec- Gustave G. Rosenberg, Chair- vantage of this free service of Peggy· .Cass, from the movie cast retary and one of the Society's man of _the Board of Higher. Edu- drawing from the Blood Banlt at of "Auntie Mame," and recording committee members, Y o.landa Lia- cation and A. Joseph Geist last a critical· time. The privilege of star Tommy Edwards. pur, who, up to that point, was , week were reappointed fdr nine- drawing -is available to Baruchians The annual carnival is sponsored also convinced that the Cuban dig- year· terms as members of· the up to 1a year after they ]eave the by Lamport House, the student so- nitary would appear. board by Mayor Robert F: Wagner, ·school. 
cial center. Tickets are priced at Narrating what had been dis- in ceremonies held at City Hall. Those interested in soliciting $1.50 and will be on sale at the cussed on the phone, Miss Llapur Mr. Rosenb�rg was first ap- ,donors or in assisting the Blood box office.· expressed Dr. Castro's apologies to pointed on\ October 3l, 1952, to Drive Cominittee on the night of 
labor lectures 
Kick OIi Tonight 
The first in a new series of Paul 
Abelson Public Lectures in Labor 
Relations will be held tonight at 
7:,00 in Room 4 South with Carl 
H. Hageman, vice-president in 
charge of Industrial Relations for 
the Union Carbide Corporation dis­
cussing "The Current Role of 
Unions in the Economy." 
Next Wednesda:,;, May 6, Arthur 
J. Goldberg, special counsel for the 
AFL-CIO; and general counsel for 
the United Steelworkers, will lec­
ture on "Developments in Labor 
Relations During the Past Decade." 
A third lecture will be held at 
Shepard HaH, on the Uptown Cam­
pus, on May 14 with John H. Fan­
ning, a member of the National 
Labor Relations Board, speaking 
on "The Changing Pattern of Is­
sues in Labor Relations Cases Be­
fore the Board. 
the restless students milling about succeed Jerome K. Ohrbach. , In the actual collection are advised to 133i:d St. and Convent Avenue, ex- September, 1957, he succeeded Jo- contact Stanley Johnson or Jack plaining that a hectic· night fol- seph c;avallaro as Chairman gf Rabinowitz through the Student lowing a bomb threat at his Fri- the Board. CouncH or Room 921. 
+ 
'AMERICAN RED CROSS 





1 (NUMBER) .,. 
(MIDDLE) 
If you are registering' as a mel11ber of a firm 
(STREET) (CITY, ZONE, STATE) ( TELEPHONE )
1 
or organization, please designate here �-----,---------------------
1---,Donation Date: _ ________ Day_1 - -----��--Time _______ _ 
At--,-----------'------------------------------
The age ·li mits for eligible blood donors are. from 18 thru 59. Minors between 18 and 21 must have release fo,rm 
at bottom of·page signed by parent or guardian. 
Please bring this appointment card with you-and if you have donated before please bring your Donor's 
Certificate, too. 
A Red Cross physician will determine your elig,ibility before you donate. 
( son ) 
MINOR RELEASE (18 to 21 years) My (daughter)-----------------, being 
under the age of 21 years, has my permission to donate blood for the American Red Cross Blood Program. 
Date __________ j95_ 
BP 23 (Rev. Jon. '53) ,Parent or Guardian 
THE REPORTER 
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News Staff: Warren Kaplan, Elliott Morse, Tom Ramage. 
Feature and Club Staff: Joan Calabro, Josie Rosenblatt. 
Cub• Staff: Carole Collier, Rosalie Robinson, Gloria V.aleAci, . Sandy 
Weiss, Elaine Peritz. 
Max Seigel 
Faculty Adviser 
will discuss ''Opportunities 'it Ac­
counting." In his talk he will in­
clude the, advantages of public and 
private accounting arid the value of 
training programs. Mr. Bader is a member of the firm of Lybrand, 
Ross B'rothers and Montgomery, 
where he is a specialist fo Man-
agement ·Services. 
CAMERA )CLUB 
, The club will hold an .exhibit in' Lounge C, from Friday, May 1 
through May 17. Pictures of .the 
group's recent field trips to Bronx Park and Central Park plus close­
up shots of the Baruch School ac­
tivities, will be displayed. Conclud­
ing the exhibition will be a color 
slide show on May 7 in Lounge- A. 
�ARVER CLUB 
A group of 40 members from the club plus guests attended the Penn Relays. in Philadelphia over 
Lovers of jazz �ho' have not yet made the ;pilgrimage to 
the Five Spot Cafe, occasional home o:f Thelenious··�M@nk, 
have a musical babel of cool. sounds awaiting them. Master 
Monk_might not be present, but others of almost equal vint­
age are su're to take his place. This is definitely. an off-beat 
spot, and a splendid chance to impress ail your proyinciaJl 
Brooklyn and Bronx amours with your knowledge of New 
York. 
The Five Spot is a dimly-lit den with a bar, frugal w00den 
tables and a sinister s0rt of aphrodisia_cal atmosphere. How­
ever, if some comely and buxom_ wench sh01:1ld sidle in yoar 
direction, there is no need to be alarmed. She is only undlaat­
ing in unspea,kable rapture and rhythm to the strains of the 
band, whose members seem to be off in some sweaty Nirvana 
themselves. There is a $1.50 minimum at the bar, $2 or $3 at 
a table depend'in'g on the night. 
No extra charge for sidling or undulating. 
the weekend-. This Friday the club * .* , * 




5N��-co�����r;;s p�':r?te l;�-��on��; L
ounge A at 8 :SO P.M. 
Pong" is' appearing at the Seven Arts' Theater. Outwardly, through Friday, Telephone, ORegon 3-77�0· ' DANTE SOCIETY this play seemed to be. lampooning modern business and per-
11111111111111111IIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHHllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIHllll1111111111111 Approaching its 2Sth anniver- haps the occupational hazard o:fi being human and succum� sary next month, the Society will 
"170, u 'll 7\T,ever Kno,,. ... ' W7h,en: 
celebrate the occasion by staging ing therefore to trivia. Unfortunately, much of the comedy 
.I. 4 J_ l''4 1�  J •II a Silver Anniversary Dance in the and satire was unable to escape from the subject - trivia, 








ti��t a pity, as the acting was really first-rate. 
· b dent Jerry Juwiler has announced * * qmre a lood transfusion. The current price of blood at most that Del Castille and his orchestra • 
hospitals is $50 a pint. If your need is for several pints, the will provide the music. Tickets are The Nationa:I Institute For Straight Thinking will send 
cost,for such a service can be staggering. $2-50 and can be purchased in the their brochures (including Straight Thinking As Applied' to Student Life · Office, Room 921, The Baruch School Blood Bank was established to pro- through members of the Society Business) free upon request. 
. v.ide this service free of charge to the student body and �:n:!. 
the doo1: the night of the * 
members of their family. This free service will continu� so "Royal Gambit," a delightful historical excursion with 
long as the schoofs supply of blood is constantly replenished INTER-CLUB BOARD Henry VIII and his wives, is currently at the Sullivan Street 
by the donati,ons o!,the st11dents. � \\ This t�rm's ICI?-St�dent Cou_ncil "Playhouse .. Written by Hermann Gressieket, a German play-










:ve���� wright, ''lfoyal Gambit" gives an entertaining and educational 
of blood by saying, "When ·will I ever need a blood transfu- May 15, Joan Gesslien, President portrait· of. �he. boisterous, rabelaisian Tudor monarch. The 
sioI]. ?" B11t, one can't escape the answer to that question, of _ICB announced last . night. The play is primarily discursive showino- Henry with one or more ma1;n band for the evenmg has not · . ' 0 
"You'll never know when!" · ' · been selected' ·as· yet."sA 'jaz� quar- of his- flames, but there are nevertheless fine drama ti Cl scenes 
A contributioll of a ,pint of blood is a painless, almost ef- tet has tentatively been scheduled that· keep you immers�d in the labyrinthine vagaries of · . . · tp a'(lpear. The theme of t;he event , fortless process and 9ne of the most rewardmg mvestments ,w;il! be "Tour of Europe." Various He�ry's mind. Russell Gold gives an absorbing performance 
you cari make. Fill out a d9nor application and make yourself �iubs are contributii'.ig their . serv- as the lustful British ruler, and luc�y 'man tn:at he is, all six 




e;:�fe�� wives turn in excellent performances whether ar not they are 
regret doing it_! a'. Fashion Show. , beheaded. A very superior play, very much worth seeing. 
Playr,ads Dese�ves More 
Once a semester Playrads gives a performance �hich 
runs for two days, Friday and Saturday, 1n the �auline Ed­
wards Theater here: This year, as in previous years, the 
audience did not fill more than one-third of the theater. 
Those few who attended must have wondered why there 
were not more students in attendance. They must have won­
der�d that if the students thought so little of the activity, 
why, at all;·should they be deserving of a dramatic group. 
The reasons for this sort of traversty can be laid both 
to apathy on the part of the student body and faculty activ­
ity planning by the Inter Club Board. This particular Fri­
day night was, in fact, a very ·busy-night at Baruch. The 
S11anish- Club invited an Ambassador to speak; the Ca�ver 
€l�b held ; social as did the Newman Club. 
Why couldn't the students who participated in the other 
social affair� th�t night - the only Friday night of the term 
there was any sort tJf activity onr the ninth floor· - think 
enough of their dramatic club peers to support them? 
Playrads worked for' many months in rehearsing and 
preparing the showpiece for the· students. It would indeed 
loo� to a visitor attending the play that here was talent 
wasted' or, rather, !l1lowed to rot. Very little concrete plai:J.-
.,cing w;s show� by the powers that be in allowing· conflicts 
of events to jeopard'ize the potential drawing power of a 
group undertaking as worthy as Playrad's "Career." 
We believe that the time has come for .thinking beyond 
one�s- little group and for concentrati0n to be given to the 
fostering of activities that will add to the overall stature of 
the student activity p.1;pgram. Playrads is indeed that sort 
of activity. 
NEWMAN CLUB MONEY PERFUME: Anyone who wants a perfume that 
Friday evening at 8 :3Q in Lounge 
B, club chaplain, The Reverend Ed­
ward Soares, will talk on "Can 
You Reconcile Censorship With 
Democracy and Freedom?" There 
will be refreshments and dancing 
later in the evening. The meeting 
is open to anyone wishing to at-
tend. 
This Sunday the club :will hold 
its monthly Communion Breakfast. 
It will also attend 10 A.M. Mass at 
St. francis of Assisi Church, 135 
West 31st St. and later in the day 
there will be a visit to the Bronx 
Botanical Gardens. 
OMEGA SIGMA PHI 
A newly formed evening session 
social fraternity, Omega ,Sigma 
Phi, is seeking members. The group 
meets every Mondax evening in the 
Prince Library at Lamport House, 
25 East 22nd S.t. President Martin 
Tannenbaum has announced that 
a party, open to all, will be held 
by the fraternity on May 23 at 
Lamport House. 
Lost Anything? 
smells like money, looks like money and reminds you of money 
should send_
1
$3� l.,ucy Perfumes, Lynbrook, Ne� York. 
"The Smok.eweaver's Daughter" a light and frolicsome 
comedy, is preseRtly Weaving its spell OVer audiences at the 
Fourth Street Theatre. Concerning the plight of two young 
people in an idyllic rustic retreat who want to taste m0re 
deeply of. life, the play has amusing dialogue, scenes and 
some sprightly dances. A cast of five,_ uniformly good, aided 
bYi musical accompaniment consisting of a harp, clarinet and 
flute, and up ·to some very pleasantly spent ·hours. The stage 
is set between two orchestras, and the left one is preferable. 
Those who have not yet seen and heard Theodore, one 
of the most curiously sane persons- in our curiously insane 
society, deserve to be a quadruped-something Theodore says 
we all ought to become anyway. Hav.ing performed at nu­
merous Village spots Theodore is now at the ActoF's Play­
house, where at midnight on Saturdays, for $2.5()., you can 
catch his unusual and very worthwhile show. Besides con­
siderable talent, Theodore has a choice collection of bile, 
venom and invective, all of which he is not unloath to vent 
on the audience - most of whom love it, not understanding 
him too well. His recent jehad \is "Four-Leggedism: the Key 
to erery Lock," and it is a profound philosophy, well-attuned 
to our frenetic civilization, disturbing if it is taken seriously 
Have you lost something! A pair (which it should) and a panacea perhaps superior to many 
of glasses, an umbr�lla, a book, a others making the rounds. 
purse - well the�e is still a chance To my knowledge Theodore has not yet been invited to 
you can have it returned to you. any summit conference, though it is entirely possible he could 
The Lost and Found Department, make a lucid contribution to such an august body. But i..t 
run by the Student Life Dept., in wouldbe to Ba:ruch's everlasting glory, should it invite 'Fheo­
Room 921, has received various ob- dore to lecture either on one occasion or on a recurring basis, 
jects that were left in halls, ele- on such related topics as "The Quadrupedist's Approach t0 
vators and classrooms and sub-· Modern Business," "Four-Leggedism In Advertising" and 
sequently turned in. "Accountancy, Management and Mental Quadi-upedism." 
I 
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Boatride Slated for May 17 
I Free or Fee Education? - Pa.rt I 
Tuition ·Bids More .Than Hot Air;-
112- Yea,: Concept May Be Ended
I .
. , 
' · · , ' By Gene Levy antl ·Pat Gribben 
(Editor's Note: For the first time since the ''.Free Academy" openeiits door in 1847 to pave 
the way for free higher education in New York City, a serious threat h,as been posed to this tradi­
tion. Recent proposaLs have urged tuition payments by· stude,nts in the City's publicly-supported 
coHeges. THE REPORTER iviH attempt to analyze in this series-the b.ackgreund and ramifications 
of these proposals: "Free vs. Fee Education,'' Part l.) 
Here the gold:n �e: of learning 
1
�-c-ca- s-io_ n_9_f _th_e_ o_p_e _ni _n_g o_f , th_ e_ e_n_d _ t_h_e _ 1_1 _2 _-y_e_a _r _ e_x_is-ta_n_ c_e _ o_f_tu-i­
Freely we bestow on an Free Academy, intended the key tionless education in the local four­
Youth;fu[ hearts with knowledge to �e bestowed, can only be left to yea� colleges: City College,. off-
burning conJecture; subseq\)ent events sprmg of the Free Academ;v, 
Crowd a.bout our friendly hail. would prove her correct in either founded in 1847; Hunter, until re-
* * usage: However, there are certain cently a womens' school, fourn,led 
The word "freely" in the above current advocates of the King's jn 1�70; Brooklyn, with a 19�0 
ode could, in proper English usage, Engh�h, who woul_d erase the openmg; and Queens, founded m 
only be taken to mea,n liberal,Jy. gratll!tous co�ot�tion from her 1937. 
But em_ployed as it was to help rhymmg contributwn.. Hundreds of . th_ousands of 
usher in free high�i; education in 'Baruchs' to Pay? stud�nts" .c�nstitutmg ,, N ew 
Tickets for thjc! annual Student 
I 
ber or through the Student Life 
Council Evening Session Boatride Department, Room 921 . 
to Bear Mountain are now on sale The Peter Stuyvesant pictured 
for $1 .50. Tickets may be obt!lined is one of the boats utilized in the 
through any Student Council mem- past for the occasion. 
New. York City, the word takes The New York Times (never 
York s privileged man.y have 
on the double meaning of gra- one to allow misuse of the lan-
passed through the portals of 
tuitously. guage) and the City .Chamber of these colleges paying not a cent 
H , 1 C h 1 d" above the cost of their text o,v _ t 1e anonymous poetess ommerce are t e ea mg prqpo- books ·£m'.d "nuisance" fees. In-
� ''tf::J>' ' I 






*a surrouncling or pervading influence
There are several prevailing atmos­
pheres at GPL. The working atmos­
pheTe is thoroughly professional. 
Management is by engineers who 
unde-rstand the engineer's goals, 
ambitions and working prefere11ces. 
GPL engineers work in small·grolips, 
which encourage original contribu­
tions from ever_y individual. 
The other atmosphere at GPL in­
volve� the physical� the modern 
buildings and equipment,- the excel­
lent research and development facili­
ties. These include an Elnvironmental 
Test Lab, a Flight T!'st Section 
' equipped with jet and conventional 
aircraft, and model shops for b�th 
formal prototype and informal 
experimental work. There is also a 
modern library of more than 2500 
volumes.  GPL is situated on 69 
estate-like acres less than an hour 
from New York City, in residential 
Pleasantville in Westchester County. 
\ I 
At GPL you wil\ have full opportun­
ity to select the work of greatest 
inferes·t to you, and you may choose 
to accept a direct.assignment in that 
·ar'ea, or participate in GPL's train­
ing program to broaden yotu engi­
. neering understanding. 
These are some of the projects on 
which you might eventually work: 
Air Traffic Control.GPL has a 
prominent role in the development 
of-digital computer systems and
devices for·sa:fie, effic.ient air naviga­
tion and traffic control. 
Advanced Radar. GPL is the 
leading designer and ))uilder of 
Doppler navigation systems, and is 
actively invqlved with·terrain­
clearance, missile gu_idance, and
other radar system applications,
both military and commercial. 
Research. Advanced studies are· 
underway at GPL on such projects 
as infrared techniques, Maser am­
plifiers, nuclear magnetic resonance, 
and othe1, classified devices. · 
Industrial TW. GPL is an out­
standing developer and producer of 
broadcast and closed-circuit TV 
devices .and systems, for military 
and-commercial applications. 
There are excellent career openings 
for,EEs, MEs, Mathematics and 
Physics majo1�s. 
GPL's representCJ;tive will-visit 
GpL 
GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY. Incorporated, Pleasantville, N. Y./ AsubsidiaryotGenera!PreclslonEqulpmentqorp. 
1 
many later-to-be notables in 
business, medicine, . science, 
teaching, writing. and entertain­
ment. 
However, if the avowed desires 
of the Times and Chamber reach 
fruit'ion - and current municipal 
fiscal problems indicate strong 
possibilities of such - future 
Bernard· Baruchs, Jonas Salks and 
Irwin Shaws wili ;need enough 
minted wherewithal to back their 
ambitions and talents. 
BHE Speaks Truth 
The problems stem from the de-
, pl�ted coffers of the city treasury; 
they are in the main well known. 
But buried deep below the head-. 
lines sq-earning of unified taxi 
.. -, " ��i�!�t :1ii�1 t_o ret;t:�!· .... �;����
and sunclry other attention-grab­
bing stories all linked with Mayqr 
Wagner's piggy bank, are occa­
sional items relating to the pov­
erty of the municipal colleges. 
Undoubtedly, the Board of 
Higher Edµcation, controlling 
arm of City, Hunter, Brooklyn 
and Queens, spe'aks truthfully 
when it says it needs more -· 
many more - dollars to finance 
the schools. Teacher salaries 
are low; present buildings, espe­
cially Baruch's, are in con­
dewnable s_hape; others need to 
. be bµilt. 
But even µ,.ore a problem, cites 
the BHE, is that of the thousands 
of qualified high school graduates 
being turned away each· term sim­
ply because the local· free schools 
do not have the operating expenses 
to support their education. And 
where is this additional money to 
come from? . , 
Some H(>pe From State 
Not from the, taispayer. That 
poor soul is. up to his ears iri fed­
ei·al; state and -loca1 leviet What's 
more a good bite froJil his city tax 
. dollar is already providing upkeep 
· of the c·olleges:' · ·' ; 
Financial aid 1J'rom the state? 
T]:i.is proP,osal app�ars , decidedly 
more moot. Small as it may h'aye 
been, a foothold to further sta'te 
aid was gained, when the State 
Legislature appropriate $2.7 mil­
lion to the money-hungry institu-
, ·tions�last month. 
0nly Time Wm Tell 
Iii fact, if there is to be an 
escape from eventual tuition pay­
ment, observers 'believe larger 
state grants to -be the answ�r. 
Few, thimgh, are willing to pro­
phesize such benevolence on the · 
part of the hitherto stingy ·salons. 
·rt might be noted here, that �ven 
the student newspapers, which 
could orddinarily be expected to 
f take a vociferous stand against 
such a pocket emptying request of 
their readership, have ' 1·emained 
· strangely non-commital on the 
tuition matter. 
Couid this be an omen? Will 





by MILT PLOTZ 
You're a typical Baruch School Evening Ses­
sion student. You work during the day. j\.nd for 
three or four· nights a week you do youi· best 
to stiy awake and absorb facts and 'become edu­
cated. 
You do this to get ahead .  .' . to become a suc­
cess ... to be a leader in the business world. 
And yet there is one .enormous gap in the edu­
cation you are getting: for all the know-how in 
tp.e world will be worthless ,- unless you know 
how to work with people and make people work 
with you. 
A unique experiment in leadership edu;'?{tion is 
currently being conducted in Lamport House -
the Baruch School's extra-curricular adjunct. Stu­
dents are being trained for leadership. Th�y're 
learning the skills of successful human relations, 
planning for the time when they can apply these 
skills at the· conierence table. 
The Baruch School's first leadership course was 
started in 1952 by Dr. Irvin Gregor, wh0 still di­
rects the program. The tenn 'leadership training' 
is actually a misnomer, Dr. Gregor explains: 
"When speakifig of lead·ership,_ we really mean 
something much larger, much more important. 
The Lamport House Progr� aims to change stu­
dents attitudes - rather than. stamp leaders into 
some predetermined pattern. The leader is the 
person who is conscious of the processes of group 
dynamics. This group-consciousness occurs on tv.:o 
levels: first, the student must be aware of his 
own psychological needs; second, he must under­
stand the needs of the group." 
How is this dual-awarep.ess taught? How does 
the program attempt to evoke a new attitude 
towards others? 
The technique employed is something that re­
sembles group psycho-analysis, When a student 
first enrolls in the leadership program, he is usual­
ly taken_ by surprise. Instead of the conventional 
classroom set-up, with rows of desks and a black­
board, he is confronted with a carpeted conference 
room . .A large oval table dominates this rather 
unorthodox classroom, and the other students (the 
group rarely exceeds fifteen) sit in plu_sh, execu-
. tive chairs. There is no teacher; nor is there a 
chairman ·or secretary. There isn't even an as-­
signed topic of conversation. The students are 
merely asked to introduce themselves to the 
others, so that they can all become acquainted. 
At first, most students are somewhat befud­
dled by this new approach to e(lucation; but t�ey 
soon adjust and participate in the conversation. 
Now things start happening. S6me of the more 
aggressive individuals may attempt to hog the 
spotlight. The retiring student may sit back and 
only listen' - thus losing interest. Another per­
sonality-type may cast negative aspersions on the 
entire proceedings. "What kind of education is 
this?" students often ask, confused by the total 
lack of direction. Eventually a leader emerges 
from tke group. Two or three aggresive individ­
uals frequently vie for dominance. Cliques form .. 
Pers'onalities clash. The atmosphere is usually 
charged with emotion. During the entire proceed­
ings, however, the group trainer will rarely offer 
his opinions. ·He merely observes the interaction 
of t4e group and takes notes. Finally,· after about 
an hour of discussion, the meeting is sto])ped. The 
education begins. '
The Feedback 
Dr. Gregor now relates his observations to the 
group, trying to. get the group to look at itself. 
This part of the meeting is. called the "feedback." 
It's usually 'Ilunctuated by uproarious (tension­
shattering) laugher. The participants re-live the 
previous hour. They examine their motives. They 
study the dynamics that went into the situation. 
Out of this re-examination comes an insight' that 
could not be otherwise obtained. "They learn 
about themselves," Mr. Greger explained, "and 
they must understand themselves before they can 
understand others.''. 
Thus the group matures - in ,much the same 
way that an individual night mature - through 
new experiences, sensitivity and insight. The lead­
ership program atempts to stimulate the processes 
which most groups follow - to teach by actual 
expel'ience how groups work. 
Social scientists have noticed that groups tend 
to go· through four stages of maturity: individ­
ualism, status-conflict, harmony', and integration. 
The members of the leader'ship program consti­
tute a test-tube group. They follow the patterns 
of most other groups. They begin· as individuals, 
often total strangers. About ten weeks later they 
are enthusiastic members of a: group. The new 
group has a definite psychological meaning for 
its members: it is important, it fills their needs. 
In ten weeks something very real has formed out 
of nothing. Here is what happens in those ten 
weeks to effect this change. 
Individualism 
At the beginning there is no group - only a 
dozen or so individuals. Many are total strangers 
to each other. They begin by getting acquainted{ 
At the first meeting the participants introduce 
themselves. They explain why they are interest­
ed ii:i the leadership program. They probe each 
other's motives for joining. Some students are 
defiant and hostile at this intrusion into their 
personel lives, but the atmosphere tends to over­
come this initial reticence; the members realize 
that everyone is in the same situation. 
At this point two very important things happen 
in the growth of the group: (1) lines of comuni­
cation are established and (2) the group's purpose 
is examined and defined. The students soon realize 
that they all want to become leaders. With this 
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common p�rpose rapport is_ establ�shed. However, 
there is still a lack of confidence m the group at 
this early stage. Members are not sure what_ it's 
. all about. They question the total lack of direc-
tion. · . 
The feedback sessions during these first tw0 ©l' 
three meeting's are· dominated by Dr. Gregor. (The 
members seem to enjoy the feedback part of the 
meeting most at the early stages of group de­
velopment.) They 1ook to Dr. Gre�or-for_ lead�r­
ship. They seem relieved when _he is ra:l�mg. R,e.. 
luctantly, he dominates these_ first meetmgs·. But 
there is a gradual Qhange takmg place. The grolll.p 
is moving towards th'e next stage in its self-real­
ization. 
Status-Conflict. 
After the- fi;rst three or four meetings certain 
'individuals emerge ,as the obvious leaders. Fre­
quently there is strong conflict among dominant 
individuals. They vie for control. They seek the 
' approbation of the group. The person who emerges 
from this status conflict is usually the one who 
can best express . the feelings of the, gToup. Be 
tends to give the group direction and meaning. 
The search for meaning, which begins when_ 
the group first started, has now resulted in the 
estaiblishment of a leader who can satisfy this 
yearning. Without a leader the group would con­
tinue to go around in circles, accomplishing no-. 
thing. Happily, however, the human personality 
(as well as nature) abhors a vacuum. 
With the establishment of the leader, the group 
has overcome its greatest hurdle: and it 11:as 
formed a basic status system. There is someon:e 
who has risen to the top - as well as a loosely­
formed stratification beneath. Now the leader-
. ship training group can move forward. They aire 
no longer isolated individuals: but they are not 
_yet a fully-gYowii. group, either. 
Harmony 
If the group's chosen leader is at all sagacious, 
he will realize that certain defi;nite things are ex-
' pected. Group accomplishment is the next order @f 
business. But how? Should the leader tell the , 
group what he wants 'them to do? Should he 
attempt to find-out what the group wo1JJ.ld like 
to accomplish? Does he dare indicate his vul­
nerability by asking for ideas and opinions? 
At this stage certain leadership traits bec0me · 
obvious: the members seem to be aware of the • 
processes that are taking place. The group leader 
will attempt to establish a definite adjenda :fior 
solving gro.up problems. He allows the members 
full expression. Tension lowers. Everyone :Ii.eels i 
relaxed al!d an aura of teamwork pervades the 1 
atmosphere. Occasionally the student leader will 
clarify certain problems, halt digressions, and in­
sert a positive comment into the proceedings. F@r 
the most part, however, the leader remains in 
the backg;round ; he seems to be just an0t1ter 
member. Everyone participates in the discu.ssion 
(the leader sees to this) 'and, consequently, every­
one t eels respo'nsible to· the group. Committees 
tend to form spontaneously. Most important, how­
ever, is. the fact that the members are aware of 
the processes that are taking place. . 
Teamwork prevails - and a group is born 13u.t 
another (and' far more subtle) development has 
also taken place; the .group trainer, Dr. Gregor, 
is no longer important! The group has learned 




The final stage is integration. Here we see the 
elements of the healthy group in action: 
1. There is a definite, clearly understood 
need for the group. 
2. The goals of the group are clear and 
obvious to all participants. 
3. Discussions start spontaneously and all 
members join in. No one person domin­
ates. As a result, there is a positive feel0• 
ing toward the group by. the members. 
4. The group develops skill in working to­
gether in solving its own problems. 
5. 'I'he leader is not obvious at all tiines: he 
often takes second place, allowing mem­
bers to freely express themselves. 
The group now goes forward. The feeling of 
unity that has developed builds confidence on the 
ipart of their members. Confidence serves to build 
.upon confidence, and the group grows more sure 
of itself, more positive of its future. 
The workshop group described here was a suc­
cess. But many are not. Many groups hit a snag 
that leads to utter delusions before eyer realiz­
ing these goals of harmony and integration. Often 
groups are mundane enough to skip-over the 
processes described here. Often the group takes 
eight weeks (or fourteen) rather than ten. (For 
this reason, and the fact that spontaneity is a 
primary pre-requisite, the leadership program is 
integrated- into the extra-curricular program.) 
I'he overall process, however, is similar in most 
groups. The results, too, are highly predictable., 
The general principles, however, hold true for 
nearly all groups. And the individual who is aware 
'.>f these group dynamics will be better prepared to 
lead - when the occasion arises. 
After completing the leadership training pro­
gram, the student has a greater sensitivity to 
:iis fellow-student, a much sharper awareness of 
group needs and his own ability to handle these 
:ieeds. It would be impossible to duplicate the 
. ctual experience of the leadership training pro­
Tam. However, we can summarize the knowledge 
1leaned from this conference in the following 21 
19ints. Those people who insist upon titles, can 
itll this: · 
1 WAYS TO.BE A BE·TTER GROUP LEAD-ER 
1. If you're leading a group d_iscussion, keep 
your own ideas to yourself'. Beware of est­
ablishing hostilities with those people who 
disagree with you. 
2. Conduct · your meeting a:r,<;mnd a con­
ference table. First of all, it's easier ·to keep 
reference notes on the table and, secondly, 
psychological studies reveal that people �end 
to be Jess inhibited when only the top parts 
of their bodies are showing. 
3. Keep your group down to a 'hard core' 
of no more than fifteen members. Id: your 
group becomes larger than, fifteen, break i� 
into several committees, so that a feeling of 
g:i;oup eohesion ca� be retained. 
4. Always use a man's name when talking 
to him. Better still, use his first name or 
nickname. 
5. Try to draw everybody into the discus­
sion. If you see that two or three people are 
not participating, it is _.your duty, as group 
leader, to re-establish their interest in the 
discussion. Ask questions like, "What do you 
think of that, Betty?" As a result, Betty will 
start thinking and once again become inter­
ested in the discussion. 
6. Give your group a concrete problem. For 
example, if your club treasury is low, don't 
start the discussion by saying, "Let's talk 
about our treasury." Be ·more specific. Start. 
you discussion by saying, "Let's talk about 
methods we might use to replenish our treas­
ury." 
7. Keep your group clustered tightly to­
gether. Work around a small conference table 
or bridge table. A group that sits closely to­
gether establishes interest faster and works 
as a unit. Also, when you're sitting close to­
gether; it's hard to Jose interest in what's 
going on. 
8. Know your group. Be�ome friends with
your club members. Try to find out what 
bothers them, so that you can avoid offend­
ing them. Find out what their interest are, 
where their greatest enthusiasm is exhibited. 
Once this is known, the entire group can be­
nefit from each individual's best, qualities. 
9. Prepare yourself - for a discussion. As 
leader, you should be the. best informed per­
son at the conference table. Try to determine 
in advance how the discussion should progress. 
Do what you ca'u to help the discussion move 
along these lines. (Often a Jea:der might tell 
two or three people about the way he thinks 
a discussion should move. If these people agree 
with, him, they can all cooperate and plan a 
'hidden agenda.' ·Then, if the discussion g.ets 
side-tracked, the leader merely calls upon one 
of th.e people who know of the hidden agenda. 
Thus, without the group's realization,. the di­
'sci,ission can 'be brought back on the right 
track. 
10. · Use reference materials. ff certain prior 
education, or special knowledge is required for 
a discussion, don't be afraid to bring in an out­
side speaker, use ·a blackboard, charts or mo­
tion pictur eto educate your group. 
11. Be positive. Emphasize the solidarity of 
your group. Repeat, again! and. again, the 
points on which ,the entire group agrees. This 
· wiH make the 'disputes seems minor and un­
important, thus giving the group greater 
unity. 
12. Help your group to have several 'group' 
experiences.' Have them all go on a field trip, 
bowling, or a picnic. In this way, members 
will recall certain pleasant experiences - and 
it will remind them of the group. 
13. When starting a discussion among peo·­
ple who aren't too familiar with each other, 
you should ask'each member to write his name 
on a 5" x 8" card. This• card is then placed in
front of the person. This device will serve two 
functions: fl.rst, it helps the membei·s of the 
group to learn each other's name more easily; 
second, it helps you, the leader, to address the 
members by their names - without the tedius 
job of having to memorize each name. 
14. When the discussion hits a snag, stop 
. and review your progress. This will help your 
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group to review its goals and see how far it 
has gone. 
15. Use a secretary. The two basic com­
ponents of any group are the leader, or chair­
man, and the secretary. These two must work 
together for best results. 
16. Set a time limit. The average discussion 
should take 11bout an hour. Usually, there's a 
warming-up period of twenty minutes. After 
this, the group hits its stride. Ideas start flow­
ing swiftly. Then, once the original enthu­
siasm has worn thin, boredom begins to set in. 
The leader must recognize when the group is 
becoming bored with their work. (One-hour is 
really a rather arbitrary time limit. The di­
scussion might take twice as long if the topic 
is interesting enough. The· warming-up period 
will also be longer if the . group isn't accl:l.­
stomed to working together.) However, the 
leader must determine how much time his 
group will need and, with the -consent of the 
group, establish a limit for the discussion. lf 
he doesn't, then the group might tend to waste 
time on unimportant matters. Once the group 
understands that it only has a certain time in 
which to do its 'workt· then it .wiII work more 
· effeciently. · · 
17. If your group problem is rather involved 
. and requires .extended· discussion, take a break 
once the pace begins to slow down. Recognize 
when enthusiasm starts to diminish and help 
your group to· stop, become refreshed, and 
gain new zest for the problem. If boredom is 
prolonged, then people might associate your.._,, 
meeting. with an unpleasant memory; this 
could be fatal. 
18. Begin each new meeting with a reading 
of the previous minutes. This wilJ help people 
to realigi;i. th�ir thinking to the group. 
19. As a leader, you· must realize that. 
· . authority and responsibility cannot be sepa­
rated. Actually, this rule works two ways: (1), 
a person cannot accept responsibility with­
out getting, as a direct result, a measure of 
. authority. (2) Conversly,. a person who refuses 
to accept responsibility cannot have authority. 
·20, Help members to become 'ego-involved' 
in your group. For best group results, you. 
should feel that they are personally involved 
in its workings. Try to avoid having any mem­
bers feel let-out. Try to get everyone to par­
ticipate in activities. 
\ 21. Finally, as a leader you must be pre­
pared to give-up your position. A leader can 
be useful to his group only for a limited time. 
Eventually, new blood· must be infused into
the group - new ideas must take over. The
leader must be selfless enough,to realize this;
he must cultivate new ideas, rather than re­
ject them. He must prepare for the time when 
,his usefulness to the group has diminished; 
l he must prepare, in other words, for his suc-
cessor . 
1 Modern business executives have realized that 
the average American is an amazingly resourceful 
individual. They've learned that the best ideas. 
aren't always produced by some ivory-tower­
genius, working in solitary refinement. Some of 
o.ur finest ideas are being produced at conference­
tables all over the country·- by average peo­
ple . . .  folks y0u might meet on the street. So-' 
called 'brainstormfog' sessions have inspired our 
top businessmen with enormous enthusiasm for 
Mary Smith and Joe Doaks., In Los Angeles, a 
panel of 'average' American housewives are tell­
ing manufacturers what's wrong with their pro­
ducts, and what they can do to improve them. On 
New York's swank Madison Avenue, a T.V. kine­
scope is shown to a group of 'average' people. And 
these people, working together, can produce a 
better T.V. program than a busload of geniuses! 
The conference table is becoming basic equiP­
ment for the production of ideas. America has. 
grown prosperous on its ideas - its original and! 
radical thinkers. Ideas are the raw material of 
Free Enterprise. In order to keep this raw ma­
terial flowing we have discovered a new tool -
the conference table. But this new tool must be: 
handled by experts, by trafoed leaders, people­
who krtow how to handle groups effectively. These 
groups, working together, are a most eloquent 




By Jack Adler 
THE REPORTER 
Klein Survey Repo_rts: 
Honor' Classes� Worth 
Depends· ·On Teacher 
Wednesday, April 29, 1959 
tional security in which expression 
and growtti can flourish." 
Parents seem to be afraid that by
"skipping the last ,year in high 
school" the ·student will lose out. 
In his article Dr. Klein reassures 
them that this is not so. 
Adrniss'ion Scholarships provided 
by the Ford Foundation'� Fund for
the Advancement of Education are
amgle evidence that such bright 
students suffer no serious personal An authority on the education of gifted children has dificulties by their early entrance, 
found that honor classes are often more of a penalty than, a and that they often do better aca­
reward to the bright student. Accordingly, intelligent pupils dernically than those of their class­
may suffer from acute 'frustration because they are not being :t�e:i__
who spend the extra year in 
"CAREER" 
By James Lee 
Directed by Herb Pollack 
. THE CAST: 
properly taught. Dr. Klein, Chairman- of the De-Dr. Milton M. Klein, researcher on the education of gifted partrnent of History at Long Island 
students and a 1937 graduate of• University, was formerly Director 
City College points out in · a troduciri.g him to theaters muse- of the Honor School at Evander recent issue of "Alumnus," that . ' . Childs High Schoot Two years ago, 
unless an instructor is properly urns._ symphomes and art g�lleri�s- under a grant from the Ford 'Foun­
qualified, the youngster will be Bnght students, he explams, dis- dation's Fund for the Advancement
just as :frustrat_ed "in the honor cover early in life that they are of Education, he visited 80 high
class as in the regular class." Too d1ff_erent from other youngsters; schools in 10 states to study their 
many times, Dr. Klein indicates, therefore, 1it is up to the parent programs for the gifted. 
Charley -----uerb Ferleger Shirley _ ... Rose Janet Nastasa 
Sam -----�art Potenza Pinkie ----�, 
Maury ____ __, hi! Lippman Soldier ----� 
Barbara ....................... Rosalyn Fleming Goldman ----.....uob Braver 
Sharon ---�ydia Paradiso El'i"--------"-
Kensiiigton .. .. ............ Bernie Newman Matt ------� 
"Career," a poignant play by James Lee delving into the 
theatrical world and the lives of some of its people, was on 
the whole capably performed by Playrads. The play poses 
the question; is the lire devoted completely to art (in this 
case, acting) worth the.struggle, the frustration, the horrible 
and discouraging uncertainty, of achieving eventual success? 
As the answer is acted out, we are given a realistic glirp.pse 
into the ir@ically unglamorous theater world. We also see the 
g�awing effect advei·sity imposes on character as year after 
year of ineffectuality occur. 
teachers of bright classes are chos-· not to exploit these differences but Concluding, Dr. Klein holds firm­
en because they have taught slow rather to "accept and encourage ly to the belief that as a seed 
learners for a: number of years and their development." If children are needs water to grow, so it is that 
their turn has come to get a "bet- to make the most of their precious a child's mind needs a correct ed-









Cast in the lead role, as Sam Lawson, the young man 
from the midwest whose determination to make' the· grade 
as an actor never completely falters, Bart Potenza was ade­
quate only in the first act. Thereafter, he fai-ls to register 
any of the character changes that his life or career would 
Lydia Paradiso Bart Potenza 
suggest. He seemed as boyishly discouraged in the latter 
stages of the play as when he first set out to make good on 
The Great White Way. 
structors who have particular 
qualifications or training and who 




In many cases, Dr. Klem asserts, 
an honor class is run on the prin­
ciple that the gifted child requires 
little help in comparison with 
"slow", students. Therefore, the 
child's special talents may remain 
just as undeveloped and undis­
covered as thought he had r�rnained
in a "regular" class. The work of
the honor class simply consists of 
inore reading and more homework', 
instead of work of a different kind.
The article goes 011 �o say that 
each year 200,000 youngsters with 
above-average ca11acity "drift out
of the education stream" by not 
going to college, ;md ai;i additional 
200,000 students of superior ability
enter college but do not get their 
degrees. Parents of intelligent chil­
dren cannot afford to be smqg, 
since as Dr. Klein points out, in a 
single New York City high school 
in June of 1957, one-half of the 
graduates with LQ.'s of over 135 
did not go to college. 
While many parents either ex­
aggerate or minimize their chil­
dren's abilities, · they . could, Dr. 
Klein believes, perform a useful 
service py acting as "talerit scouts'·' 
for the schools and reporting "the 





Parents can ·also be useful to•the 
gifted youngster, Dr. Klein con­
tinues, by "supervising his study 
but not dominating it," by nourish­
in ghis cultural appetite and in-
As the wife who finally rebelled against the discomforts 
and· insecurity of an "unknown's" life, Rosalyn Fleming per- UCLA Computerhaps tried too hard; at any rate she was too consciously an 
actress and gave a somewhat stilted performaU:ce. 
s·1·mp1_·1t·11eS WnrkOn the credit side, Phil Lii;rpman as the opportunistic U 
;:i.nd wily director Maury Novak, was excellent. He incorporat- The first' university computer ed in his performance many of the nuances and double-deal- center specializing' in complicated 
ing machinations we might expect from a. big-time producer business management -problems 
who· rose the hard way. His voice and motions were attuned was dedicated recently at the Uni­
to a swiftamoving, frenetic pace that gave impetus to the play. versity of California at Los 1}n-
The other female rnles were both handled quite well. geles. 






���c:;��� Lawson and Novak, was. very entertaining. She had a meaty system, comprising a la:rge corn-' 
rol�, and one she did justice to. Equally as convincing in a puter and all auxiliary equipment. 
dey:ianding role, Rose Janet Nastasa excelled as the theatrical The $3,500,000 system was donated 
agent Shirley Drake. Able to switch from being a coldly de- by the International Business 
tached, indifferent agent to· a warm, c;ompassionate friend,, Machines .Corporation. 









Of the supporting r'oles, Bernie Newman as the self- of true or false answers. It will 
made producer Kensingt©n was good when intelligible, which "memorize" and store, more than 
unfortunately, was only half the time. Herb Forliger as the 1,000,000 items of information and 
waiter whose soul was at one with his environment, Karl "read," "write" and compute sim-ultaneously. Schenzer as the vain ,7creen idol, A.' J. Pennett as the drun- · Installed at UCLA's Graduate ken soldier, were all well-ca.st, and along with Ed Kabler, School of Business Administration, 
Nestor Zapata and Bob Braver in minor roles, contributed the IBM data processing system 
significantly to the impact of the drama., will demonstrate how complex 
In the matter of sets P1ayrads did not exactly outdo problems in manufacturing, dis-
tribution, raw material utilization, themselves, but those -arranged were good and permitted a transportation and sales analysis swift and fluid sequence of scenes. Herb. Pollack's direction, may be speeded. It will also show 
if not impassioned, was competent. Sloppy curtain work im- how clerical administrative work 
paired the total effectiveness of several scenes, but did not ;ma� be simplified and handled 
prevent "Career" from being a superior production of a more rapidly. The system, for e,c­
worthwhile play. ::�!-ds ��
n 
ho�:�
cess 50,000 pay 
About a month or so after I lost my :marbles and 
moved to the hick hamlet of Drawstri�g_to be.l:I?SS 
of a pajama factory, (Slumberama,· ih�- All-Aro;;,nd 
Pajama,) there was this Employee Picnic. Being a 
.. Big Gity �oy, I would1}'t_.b-av� gone e.Jrc-�pt tl}ey 
made me in charge of the beer, and 'also there w;as 
this redhead, Babs Wilson, going to be there. She 
really "shook me up," as they say. 
I had the- Scha�fer floating around in four happy­
tubs of ice by the time folks arrived. Aside from 
Babs Wilso�, it was the prettiest sight on the picnic 
grounds. Everybody surrounded -the beer, and the 
air was filled with bon mots like "wets your whistle" 
and "down the hatch" and "here's looking at you." 
One thing I'll say about these small towns, they sure 
are full of sparkl\ng repartee. I winked at Babs when 
I heard her sa-y Schaefer was her kind of beer. "Ex­
perts call  it round," -I yelled, "because it has a 
1 smooth harmony of flavors." "Get him," she said. 
That was my Babs, all right. 
. Later on I was trying to carry another case of 
Schaefer over to the tubs and keep my eye on Babs 
at the same time. I tripped, and the red and gold and 
white cans spilled all around 
heron the green grass. "Oops!" 
I said. Articulate fellow I am. 
"Show-off!" she said. "I guess 
I got a 'case on.you, baby,"' I 
said. Oh, we had a mad little 
s,cene going for us, all right. 
Then she laughed and _so did I 
and we got along fine after that. 
I took Babs home after the picnic, and we shared 
some Schaefer several times more that summer. And 
because this here is a happy-ending story, friends, 
I'll tell you that one night I kissed her six times and 
proposed and she said yes and little Daniel Cupid 
hovered over our heads singing love songs. 
"Where are we going on our honeymoon?" says my 
intended. "Through the Schaefer plant i� Brooklyn, 
New York," I said. 
THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO .. NEW YORK and ALBANY. N.Y 
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Free f,e,e Education Her-e? Beaver Brains' 
(Continued from Page 3) is decided upon one way or·
, 
the 
ro,mLt L11r TV'sthe concept of free higher educa- other. Jj .. :,ll 16,, 
tion be ended in New York City, (Part II of the series wiLL probe •r II 
B 1' its one remaining outpost? ,.l1ittle feeiings of students, facuity and 1,01,ege O Wi 
is certain at this point except, that both city and state poiiticians on A search is under way at City more will be heard from both the tuition vs. free education adherants and dissenters befoie, the 
question. Read it in the May 6 





��;�:�:e �-��:�:i:!d��=; issue of The Reporter.) 
members of the student body.. When
WIN A FREE 
OLIVETTI TYPEWRITER 
MARLBORO SWEEPSTAKES 
APRIL 21 - MAY 8 
these members are selected it will 
not ,mean the usual key, scroll or 
plaque - it will mean a chance 
to appear on a national television 
show. 
The Columbia Broadcasting Com­
pany (WCBS-TV) which produces 
the coast-to-coast Quiz program 
"TV College Bowl," has extended 
an invitation for the .College to 
Any Sales Receipt appear on its May 24th show. 
ticipation in the show. Students 
and Faculty members are urged to 
submit names of qualified .students 
to the Public Relations Office (Tel. 
AD 4-2000, extension 305). Ap­
plications will be considered until 
May 15. 
In order to select the b_est po�­
sible team President Buell Ga11a­
gher has formed a special faculty 
committee to screen all candidates 
and a series of examinations will
be given. The committee consists 
of Dean Sherbourn F. Barber (Lib­
eral Arts), Prof. Seymour Hyman 
(Chemical Engineering) and Prof.
Louis Levy, (Speech - Baruch 
School). 
All of the examinations will be
at the Uptown center. An oral
exam is scheduled for tomorrow 
and a written one for Friday. Oth­
er exams will be arranged as ap­
plications are submitted. 
from CCNY Bookstore for purchase of Sponsored by the General Elec-
Ph T M 
• tric Company, the program pits 1 ""============1 1P orris teams representing di:f!ferent col- A meeting of student leaders 
Marlboro leges against one another. At pres- from both Day and Evening Ses-
Parliament ent a Barnard College team of four sioii to discuss the allocation of 
girls is the defending champion, office space in the new student
entitles students to be eligible. Deposit receipt in box at store having recently defeated teams center that was originally sched-
with name to be drawn at CCNY Store.
( 
Prize to be .awarded from Notre Dame and the Univer- uled for tonight has been post-
May 9 at I FC Da nee. , sity of Southern California. poned for one week. The meeting 
C N Y S T O R E 
Any undergraduate, day or eve- will be held on Wednesday, May 6, 
C. • \ • • · ning session, who is fully matric- at 9 :00 P.M. in Room 1220. 
l========================;==�I ulated is eligible to apply for par-,====;;;;;;;;;======= 
1HiNKLiSH 
English: HILLTOP HASH HOUSE 
TflinklislJ lr!Jnslation: T h i s  d ine r  i s  
perched on a mountain peak, which 
makes it a crestaurant! The v iew is t0ps 
-but from there on, things go downhill.
A typical meal includes a puny melon
(scantaloupe) ·and your choice of sand­
wiches (shamburgers or rankfurt:ers). It's
all served up, naturally, on 50-yr.-old
dishes (crackery). Best course to take:
light up a Lucky ... enjoy the honest
taste of fine tobacco. There's ·no tip
at the end!
HOW TO MAKE $25 
Take a word-amplifier, for example. With it, you can make a wet 
microphone (damplifier), a torch singer's mike (vamplifier), a box:ipg-ring 
loudspeaker (champlifier.) or a P.A. system in an army post (camplifier). 
That's Thinklish-a,nd it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Th:inklish 
words judged best-your check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky 
,Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address, 
college or university and class. 
Get the genuine article 
Get the honest taste 
of -a, LUCKY STRIKE 
C I G A R E T T E S
{>A. T.Co. Product of k � J'�-"J'�is our middle name" 
Page Sevel). 
Seniors, ... Alumni 
Granted Awards, 
City College alumni and under­
graduates have gained. the largest 
share of honors in ;recently released
figures on outstanding ach:ievement 
awards. 
·1From a total of 250 state-wide
winners of New York State Re­
gents College T�aching Fellow­
ships, 34 were from City College. 
Eight seniors and recent graduates 
also received Woodrow Wilson 
Fellowships for the 1959-60 aca­
derQic year. Another senior, James 
Barnes, was awarded a Rockefeller 
Brothers Theological Fellowship. 
This award· was in competition on 
a nation-wide basis. 
Out of a selected group of eleven 
,vho received Rockefeller Public
Service A wards, given to senior of­
ficers in executive agencies of the 
Federal Government, three were, 
alumni of the college. 
The honors went to Isaiah Frank 
(class of '36), Deputy Director of
the Office of International Tr:;i.de; 
Marvin A. Schneiderman ( class of 
'39), Section Head of the Cancer 
Chemotherapy National Service
Center; and Abner Silverman 
_(class of '29), Assistant Commis­
sioner for Management, Public 
Housing Administration. 
, Grand totals of full-time and 
part-time students in approved
universities and four-year colleges 
vnll probably exceed' �-5 million, 
with an additional number in jul).­
ior colleges and institutes, this 
year, according to a report on 
higher education attendance fig­
ures compiled by Dr. Raymond
Walters, president emeritus of the 
University o;f Cin'cinnati. 
.J,aJJJJJtibz . . .





MOD ERA TE PRICES 
Open till 12 P.M. 
108 EAST 23rd St., N.Y. 
Keep On Your 
Toes With 
NODOZ 
Now that you've got yourself 
into college, let sa fe, handy 
NoDoz tablets help you get ouL 
Harmless NoDoz helps you 
keep alert through long, late 
cramming sessions ••• keeps 
you on your toes during exams. 
NoDoz tablets are safe as coffee 
and much more convenienL 
Page Eight 
.BROOKLYN' LAW SCHOOL 
Approved by 
Americon Bor Association 
DAY AND EVENING 
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree 
GRADUATE COURSES 
Leading to Degree of LL.M. 
, New Term Commences September 21,,19S9 
Further information may be obtained 
from,the Office of the Director of Admissions, 
375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. Near Borough HaJI 
Teleph�ne: MA 5-2200 
DANTE SOCIETY, C. C. N. Y. 
• Baruch School-Evening Session 
Silver Anniversary Dance 
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 8, 1959, 8: 0 p.m. 
music by 
DEL CASTILLE AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
The Tropical Room-Park Sherafon Hotel_ 
202 West 56 Street, New York City 
Dress Optional 
Subscription $2.50 
Tickets available in Room 921 and at the door on the evening 
of the Dance. 
� •• .,_., .. J. 
Fly· U. S. Routes First •••.. 
lnfernafi(Jncrlly la'-_er 
Imagine yourself winging your way to 






=C:: of the worldi's finest airliners! Yes, 
tbis coulcl happen to you! Ahead 
of you lies an exciting, profitable 
future as a TWA hostess. You earn 
as you learn with TWA. You 
fly free on your TWA pass. Y o.u 
meet new people, make new friends. 
If you can me�t these 
qus11i!i�a;i�e
n5 ;2·" · to. s''S" arii weigh 
bet�een 100 and 135 lbs .... 
2 years business experience or 
the equivalent of college, or nurse's training 
... have a clear complexion ... 
good vision . . . . · · uncl are unmarried ... then begin 
your career as a TWA hostess 
by contacting: 
Mr. G. H. Hollenbeck 
TWA Employment Office 
Hangar ·#12 
New York International Airport . 
9 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
Trans World Aairlines 
Wednesday, April 29, 1959 
Friday afternoon City couldn't 
cope with the potent bat and strong 
right arm of Bruce Wilson and 
bowed to Wagner College, 8-0, at 
Babe Ruth Field. Wilson llmited 
the Beavers to six scattered hits 
while fanning nine. 'He also drove 
in three run's wit):i a triple and a 
single. John Colichio was the loser.' 
The Line Score 
Wagner 120 1:04 000-8 9 0 
CCN"I;· 000 000 000-0 6 3 
WIUlON and Melos; .COLICHI'O, 
Riebesehl (3), Ja:coos (8) and Len­
sky. 
Beav,ers Routed 
By Fordham But 
To,p B;C, Que,ens 
In the period preceding last 
week's vacation · City College's 
baseball team won on.e Metropoli­
tan Conference game and split in 
pair of non-conference games. 
Arch rival Brooklyn succumbed 
to an 11-hitc Ci,ty attack and a fine 
relief pitching perfor,mance by Lu­
by Mlynar in an 11-5 game at the 
Kingsmen's field . 
. Mlynar limited the home duo to 
one run in the six innings plus 
that he worked to earn his first 
win of the season. He walked three 
and struck out three allowing fiv.e 
hits. Ken Rosenblum led the Bea,v­
er attack ·with three hits d:riving in 
three runs while Bill Catterson hit 
a solo home 'run. Pete Magnani 
also had three hits in 8ity's second 
conference win. 
Righthander Al Riebesehl posted 
- his first win of the season as he 
blanked Queens College, 10-0, yield­
ing but two hits. He walked one 
and struck - out six but six City 
errors threatened his shutout sev­
era,J times. City's big inning was 
the sixth as it tallied six times on 
a pair of hits, a walk, and four 
of the ten errors- Queens committed 
during the game. 
· At Fordham, last·· Wednesday, 
the Beavers were never in the 
cbntest as the Rams led 8-0 by the 
thi:rd innfog a,nd Joasted to a 19-1 
triumph. Riebesehl, Chuck Smith 
and Nick Colichio were the vic­
tims of the Fordham attack which 
collected 19 hits, including three 
home runs. Dee Maynard, a sopho­
more lefthander, pitched the first 
complete game of his high school 
or college career limiting City to 
nine scattered hits. He was just as 
potent at the plate ·with' a triple, · 
double and three singles in five 
official times at bat. 
The line scores: 
City College 201 112 040-11 11 3 
Brooklyn 130 000 100- 5 10 8 
Smith, MLYNAR (3) and Nicholas; SAR­
NOFF, Friedheim (8) and· Kopeloff. Fordham 134 091 010-19 19 3 
- E:ity College 00 000 001- 1 9 10 
MAYNARD and Garrity, Ballantese (7•); 
RIEBESEHL, Smith (3), Colichio (5) and 
Nicholas. 
City ,College 002 060 011-10 10 6 
Queens 000 000 000- 0 2 10 
.RIEBESEHL and Lensky; G.Alit"l'N]}R, 
Achille (5) and Teaman, Kasher (9). 
